
ENGLISH TOY TERRIER (BLACK & TAN)  

  
Thank you for a lovely entry of quality dogs and I enjoyed judging them 
immensely. This is a breed I have owned and exhibited and still have a 14 
year old that demands twice daily walks! I thought the overall standard 
today was impressive to say the least and a true reflection on the 
implementation of careful breeding programmes. I was keen to reward the 
unique elements of this lovely breed, especially the unique topline, overall 
size and shape.   
  

  

VD (2 Entries) Abs: 0  

1st: Crowley’s Int Ch Ir Ch Nl Ch Bel Tillarn Kilgharrah Anch19. Very 
impressive looking dog. Not the smallest but nicely proportioned. Classic 
head. Good for neck and shoulders. Keenest of eyes and expression. 
Held a correct topline on the move. In super condition. BV.  
  

2nd: Thorne & Thorne’s Ch Moretonia Chrystal 
Chip At Winklefred. Another smart Veteran in lovely condition. Shapely 
outline. Excellent profile movement. Just preferred head of 1.  
  

  

MPD (1 Entries) Abs: 0  
1st: Crowley’s Adargwn Brunel. Very appealing baby and at 7 months is 
very promising. Lovely shape and size. Gleaming black coat of first class 
texture; excellent tan. Neat front assembly and well angulated rear. Moved 
well.   
  

  

PD (3 Entries) Abs: 0  

1st: Phillips’s Ettology Big Bang. Headed a nice class. Displaying gentle 
curves and shapely in outline which cannot fail to capture attention. 
Classic clean long wedged shaped head; super dentition. He size is 
most appealing. Clean neck and super topline. Good bend of stifles and 
low set hocks. On the move he is careful and accurate. I have no doubt 
that this exciting youngster is champion quality. RCC, BPD, BPIB & 
PG2.  
  

2nd: Dixon & Dixon’s Lasagesse Urban Hymns. Another nice one, 
excelling in head proportions and eyes. Good for ears. A touch longer in 
body than 1.  Lovely coat and condition. Moved steadily.   
3rd: Crowley’s Adargwn Brunel  
  

  

JD (1 Entries) Abs: 0  



1st: Dixon, Dixon, Dixon, Dix’s Witchstone Who Dares Wins. A touch 
reluctant to be examined but clearly a nicely constructed younger. Super 
coat and tan. I particularly liked his head shape and eyes which were of 
correct size and shape and well filled thereunder. Correct topline. Moved 
very well. With time should trouble the best.  
  

  

PGD (4 Entries) Abs: 0  
1st: Dixon, Dixon &  Dixon’s Lokeren Abba Bjorn. This dog came into his 
own as the class progressed but initially unsettled in movement at the 
beginning. Clean, classic head with good strength of jaws. Impressive eyes 
and alert ears well set. Clean neck and well laid shoulders. Well angulated 
hindquarters.   
  

2nd: Whitehouse & Whitehouse’s Twowayshouse Tudor King. Nicely 
balanced. Lovely coat texture and tans. Just preferred the balance of head 
of 1. Beautiful eyes well set and of perfect shape and size. Holds topline 
and shape securely on the move.  
  

3rd: Thorne’s Amalek Cappuccino At Winklefred  
Supersonic  
  

  

LD (4 Entries) Abs: 0  
1st: Seaton & 
Woodward’s Witchstone Vanguard En Gardebois JW. Beautifully balanced 
and proportioned, he is another that catches the eye when standing. Head 
of lovely proportions, good eyes and elegant neck. Correct topline. Moved 
soundly.  
  
2nd: Love’s Witchstone Follow The Dream With Tettoy. Similar in many 
respects to 1 being of balanced shape and a lovely size. Held correct 
topline and tail carriage. First class coat but not quite the muscle tone of 
1.  Close call. 
  

3rd: Howard & Howard’s Lasagesse Starman  
  
OD (7 Entries) Abs: 0  
1st: Imrie’s Witchstone Black Hawk At Amalric JW. This dog portrays the 
classic profile. Ideal size, correct wedged shape head with perfect finish to 
those strong jaws. Elegant neck well placed. Correct small dark eye 
and flat back skull. Super depth of brisket and tuck up. Conforms perfectly 
to the unique breed standard of required topline. When he moves he is 
extremely careful and precise and 
demonstrates purposeful forehand extension. Amongst great company 



today, he could not be denied the CC & BOB.  
2nd: Dixon & Dixon’s Witchstone Mine's A Double At Lasagesse. This 2 
year old is very smart in appearance  and similar in stamp to 1. Head well 
balanced, strong jaws. Clean neck and shoulders. Attractive well 
placed dark and sparkling eyes of correct size. Super tan.   
3rd: Forsythe’s Ch Witchstone Raindance Avec Richpin JW  
  

  

VB (2 Entries) Abs: 0  
1st: Dicker’s  Ch Neerodan Naughty Nancy. It is not surprising to learn that 
she is a champion. Feminine head with strength and correct wedge. Super 
dentition. Elegant well set neck. Perhaps a touch portly but this is no way 
impaired fabulous movement in all directions which just had the edge.   
2nd: Mcgowan &  Sulasky’s Real Good Time By Amalek. Lovely size and 
overall shape. Pretty head portraying lovely eyes and perfectly set large 
candle shaped ears as required. Super body proportions. Close up on 1.  
  

  

MPB (1 Entries) Abs: 0  
1st: Seaton & Woodward’s Sharex Buik Skylark De Gardebois. Promising 7 
month old baby. Super head, neck and shoulders. Keen eye and 
expression. Alert ears. Correct body shape and proportions. Movement 
was a touch unsettled but from what I saw it was accurate. This has plenty 
of time for this to settle.   
  

  

PB (1 Entries) Abs: 0  
1st: Crowley’s Adargwn Vienna. Another promising one. Ultra-
feminine. High set ears of good shape, size and balance. Small oval eyes 
and clean wedged shaped head. Lacked thumbprints. Clean neck 
and forequarters and excellent rear angulations which produced impressive 
rear drive. At 7 months is a promising baby.   
  

  

JB (1 Entries) Abs: 0  
1st: Crowley’s Adargwn Vienna.  
  

LB (5 Entries) Abs: 0  
1st:  Imrie’s Amalric Athena Wisdom. Good medium wedge shaped head, 
well set ears, small almond shade eyes of dark colour. Good for ear 
size. Aand shape and held alert. Slight arch to elegant neck. Balanced 
body with gently curving topline as required. On the move the side 
gait produced an impressive extended trot; strong, purposeful rear 
drive. Another out of the top drawer. Considered for the RCC.  
  

2nd: Wood & Haffenden’s Nasabe Lily Marlene. Another impressive lady 



approaching 2 years. Very similar comments to 1 apply here. In fact both of 
these bitches impressed. Perhaps on the day she was not quite as 
composed on the move or when standing. Beautiful coat and condition. A 
lot to like.   
3rd: Mcgowan’s Penmarlam U'got The Look  
  
OB (6 Entries) Abs: 1  
1st: Dixon & Dixon’s, Ch Witchstone Unexpected Gift. Elegant and refined 
but not without substance, being correct for size and shape so looks 
impressive when standing. Alert showgirl, she has the correct balance of 
head with flat skull and excellent dentition. Neck well set on correct lay of 
shoulders. Super topline. Well angulated rear. Moved effortlessly and with 
purpose. CC  
2nd: Leslie’s, Moretonia Whisper In Oz. Slightly different in type to 
one and a touch larger but still within the standard. Excellent to examine. 
Super body proportions, good for neck and topline which was held secure 
on the move. Keen accurate mover and presented in fabulous condition. 
RCC  
3rd: Crowley’s Int Ch Ir Ch Nl Ch Bel Royomas Tennesse Waltz 
To Adagwn  
  
Judge: Mr A Allcock OBE  
  

  
  

 

 


